Overview exeptions in connection with change of law
Exeption

Example

The exeption is not applicable to:

Machine for mixing dough at professional bakeries that can be
moved, cement mill

Means of transport for
persons or goods

CNC machining center, industrial placement
machine (eg SMD), fixed industrial drilling,
milling or grinding machine.
Oil platforms, baggage transport systems at
airports, elevators, conveyor belt, production
lines, automatic storage (warehouse)
systems. Please note, large fixed
installations must comply with a number of
conditions described in the law in order to
fall outside the scope of the Regulation. If
you place large fixed installations on the
Dutch market, we request you to contact us
to determine whether your product may fall
outside the scope.
Trucks, trains, boats, planes, cars,
motorcycles.

Non-road mobile
machinery made
available exclusively for
professional use.
Equipment that is
designed exclusively for

Forklift truck, manned electric lawn mower,
street sweepers, mobile cranes. Please note
that this only concerns mobile machines for
professional use.
This concerns equipment that does not follow
a regular waste stream, has an interest in

Equipment that is
designed to leave the
atmosphere.
Large, non-movable
industrial tools.
Large fixed installations,
with the exception of
equipment that is not
specifically designed for
and installed as part of
such installations.

Lamppost, stadium lamp screwed to a post, TV set mounted on
the wall, bridge-type milling and drilling machines, metal forming
presses, test equipment

Electric two-wheelers without type approval such as e-bikes,
electric rollers, electric toy car that can transport one or two
children

research and
development purposes
and that is only made
available by another
company to another
company (B2B).
Medical devices and in
vitro diagnostic medical
devices, where these
devices are expected to
be infectious before the
end of their lifespan,
and active implantable
medical devices.

being kept secret and is tailor-made for a
specific customer or small number of
customers involved in scientific research or
the development of prototype products.

Electrodes placed on the body, pacemakers.

Automatic insulin control and infusion device with a valve, where
the device itself is not expected to be infected, electric
toothbrush, thermometer, electric shaver, sex toys
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